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X-ray radiographic imaging of hydrodynamic
phenomena in radiation driven materials - shock
propagation, material compression and shear flow.
B. A. Hammel, J. D. Kilkenny, D. Munro, B. A. Remington, H. N. Kornblum,o

T. S. Perry, D. W. Phillion and R. J. Wallace

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550

One- and two-dimensional, time resolved x-ray radiographic imaging at high

photon energy (5-7 keV) is used to study shock propagation, material motion and

compression, and the effects of shear flow in solid density samples which are driven

by x-ray ablation with the Nova laser. By backlighting the samples with x-rays and

observing the increase in sample areal density due to shock compression, we directly

measure the trajectory of strong shocks (--40 Mbar) in flight, in solid density plastic

samples. Doping a section of the samples with high-Z material (Br) provides

radiographic contrast, allowing us to measure the shock induced particle motion.

Instability growth due to shear flow at an interface is investigated by imbedding a

metal wire in a cylindrical plastic sample and launching a shock in the axial

direction. Time resolved radiographic measurements are made with either a slit-

imager coupled to an x-ray streak camera or a pinhole camera coupled to a gated

microchannel plate detector, providing ~ lO-_m spatial and ~ lO0-ps temporal

resolution.

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 47.20.Ft, 47.40.-x, 62.50.+p, 52.70.-La



I. Introduction

An understanding of ultrahigh pressure hydrodynamic phenomena is crucial

in both basic and applied areas of physics. In astrophysics and inertial confinement ..

fusion (ICF), phenomena of interest include: the propagation and coalescence of

shocks and the resulting compression of material; and material mix at interfaces,

under conditions of acceleration, shock transit, and shear flow. Experimental

investigation of these phenomena at high material densities (0 > 1 g/cm 3) is

extremely difficult. X-ray techniques, such as point projection spectroscopy 1 and

radiography, 2 provide a means of probing dense samples with high temporal and

spatial resolution, but require high photon energies to penetrate the sample. To

study some phenomena, such as shock driven instabilities and high pressure shock

Hugoniots, it is useful to use a technique that allows the measurement of conditions

in the ionized compressed material behind a shock front.

We have developed time-resolved, one- and two-dimensional (1- and 2-D) x-

ray radiographic imaging techniques to investigate a range of high pressure

hydrodynamic phenomena relevant to ICF, including material equation of state

(EOS) and hydrodynamic instabilities. The EOS of material at high pressures is

important in predicting the correct timing of shocks in implosions, and the

Richtmyer-Meshkov growth of surface perturbations on capsules. Hydrodynamic

instabilities at the interface of two materials of differing densities are a critical issue

in the implosion of an inertial confinement fusion capsule. Experimental research

to date has focused on instability growth during shock transit (Richtmyer-Meshkov)

and acceleration (Rayleigh-Taylor).3, 4 Also of interest, is the effect of shear flow at an

interface between two materials. Such a flow can lead to turbulent mixing via the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.



This paper is organized as follows. We present our experimental technique

in Sec. II. We review in section III our 1-D imaging measurements of shock

propagation, material motion and compression in solid density plastic (CH) samples

driven by x-ray ablation. 5 We illustrate, in section IV, an experiment designed to

study the evolution of an interface in the presence of shear' flow. A summary is

given in Sec. V, and a discussion of the x-ray drive characterization is given in an

appendix.

II. Experimental Technique

In these experiments, plastic samples were driven with a strong shock,

produced by radiatively ablating material from the sample with x-rays from a

cylindrical gold hohlraum. The hohlraums used in these experiments were 3000-_m

long and 1600-_tm diam, with 1200-_tm diam laser entrance holes (Fig. 1). The

hohlraums were heated with 8 beams of the Nova laser which produced 25 kJ of

353 nm light in a 1-ns duration flat top laser pulse. The resulting peak radiation

drive temperature was ~ 225 eV. Measurements of the radiation drive were made by

two independent techniques, and are described in Appendix 1. The x-ray radiation

from the hohlraum ablates material from the end of the sample, producing a shock

that propagates into the material. The shock pressure generated in the plastic, can be

1 oTR4 where TR is the radiation temperature, cr and R are the

estimated as:6 p=-_RTa//_p,

Stefan-Boltzmann and gas constants respectively, and/_ is the mean molecular

weight per free particle,/1 = _/(Z + 1)" For fully ionized CH _ = 13/9),
-

p(Mbar) = 2 x 104TR(keV)3s, indicating that the above drive temperature should

result in a peak pressure of ~ 100 Mbar in the plastic, while the drive is on. The

measurements presented here are made after the laser drive has ceased, hence the

shock is decaying by rarefaction as it propagates into the material.



To probe the shock compressed sample, the remaining one or two beams of

the laser (0.53-_m wavelength, 2-ns "fiat-top" pulse) are focused onto a backlighter

disk (Ti or Fe), with an intensity of up to ~ 6x1014 W/cm 2, forming a ~0.8-mm-diam

spot. This produces K-shell x-ray emission at ~ 4.7 keV (Ti) or 6.7 keV(Fe)_ which

backlights the plastic sample. Shock compression of the sample increases the areal

density, and consequently the optical depth, through the package in the viewing

direction, resulting in a decrease in the transmitted backlighter x-ray intensity.

In these experiments, the radiation drive was incident at one end of a plastic

(CH) cylindrical sample (0.5 - 0.7-mm diam and 1.5-mm in length). These samples

were mounted from the wall of the hohlraum as shown in Fig 1. The sample was

viewed from a direction perpendicular to its length, and therefore transverse to the

axial direction of shock propagation. Gold grids (62 lim period) were mounted on

the sample, at the edge of the field of view of the backlighting x-rays as viewed from

the instrument, so that magnification and spatial resolution could be measured

simultaneously.

For the 1-D imaging measurements, the sample was viewed by a 20 x

magnification slit imager coupled to an x-ray streak camera. The details of this

technique are described in reference 5. For the 2-D imaging measurements, the

sample was imaged with an 8x magnification pinhole camera coupled to a gated

microchannel plate detector, providing 16 time-resolved "snapshot" x-ray

radiographs of the sample. 7 This instrument was filtered with 375-11m Be to

discriminate against low energy photons. In addition, a 16-11m-thick Ti filter was

included at the detector to preferentially transmit the He-o_ line from the Ti

backlighter. 5 The pinholes were 10-1_m diam. Measurements of a backlit resolution

grid have indicated that this instnmlent provides ~10-_m full width at half

maximum (FWHM) spatial resolution in the object plane. The gated pinhole



camera provided 100 ps temporal resolution, which is sufficient to prevent motion

blurring in these experiments.

III. Shock and Interface Measurements

- As a high pressure shock propagates into an ICF capsule, the resulting

material motion and compression are determined by the material EOS. The

measurement of the EOS of materials at high pressure is an area of active research.8

Direct measurements of shock propagation, particle motion, and compression in

typical capsule materials, such as plastic, are therefore important. We have made

measurements of this kind, using the 1-D imaging scheme described above. The

results of this work, described in reference 5, are summarized below. In these

measurements, the targets were backlit with x-rays from an Fe disk. The 0.7-mm

diam plastic sample resulted in -60% transmission of the 6.7 keV Fe backlighter x-

rays through the center of the solid density unshocked material (p_ ~ 1.05 g/cm3).

As the shock propagated into the plastic, material was compressed, leading to a

region of decreased transmission. A streak record taken between 2 - 5 ns after the

start of the drive pulse is shown in Fig. 2. At a time 3 ns after the start of the drive

pulse, the shock speed was found to be 70 _tm/ns, and by 4.5 ns it had decayed to

55 _m/ns. The ratio of the transmitted intensities through the shocked plastic, Is,

and the unshocked plastic, I,,, was used to infer the compression of the shocked

In(0.60)1 ln[(0"60)l']Lmaterial from P,,/_/_,,= , where Ps and p, are the densities of the

shocked and unshocked material. Using this technique we inferred compressions of

-2.5. This was a lower limit, however, due to curvature of the shock front.

To measure the shocked particle velocity, we imaged targets where the first

300 _tm of the package was doped with Br (CHBrx with x=0.02 - 0.03) for radiographic

contrast, resulting in -10% transmission of the 6.7 keV backlighter x-rays through

the solid density (p ~ 1.3 g/cm 3) material. With measurements of this kind, if the
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doped material has a density that is nearly equal to the undoped material, the

dopant can function as a radiographic "tag" for the fluid. In our case, we

underestimate the shocked particle velocity in the undoped plastic, since the density

of the Br doped material is ~25% higher. Note also that since the shock is decaying

by rarefaction in our measurements, the piston velocity is not constant throughout

the shock compressed region, but decreases with distance behind the shock front.

The measured velocity of the doped material, after the shock front has passed,

therefore represents an underestimate of the maximum shocked particle velocity.

A streaked 1-D image, between 8 and 11 ns after the start of the drive, is

shown in Fig. 3. In this data, the shock front has passed through the interface, and

the doped material is moving with the "piston" behind the shock. The positions of

the shock and interface between the doped and undoped material, as measured from

this data, are shown as a function of time in Fig. 4. Fits to the data, along with the

velociO_, of the shock us, and interface v, obtained by differentiating the fits, are also

sho_ _. These measurements indicate that at 9 ns after the start of the drive the

shock velocity is ~40 _m/ns.

The pressure in the shock compressed plastic can be inferred from the shock

velocity if the EOS of the material is known. The pressure as a function of shock

velocity for room temperature CH, from the SESAME EOS tables, is shown in Fig. 5.

The shock velocity 3 ns after the start of the drive (~70 l_m/ns) corresponds to a

pressure of -- 40 Mbar. The shock decays with time and by 9 ns after the start of the

drive, the pressure has dropped to 12 Mbar.

The shock Hugoniot of the material can, in principle, be derived directly by

measurements of this kind. The x-ray transmission through the shocked region

provides a direct measurement of the compressed density. In addition, from the

conservation of mass, the compression can be independently inferred from the

measurements of the shock velocity and shocked particle velocity,



p_/p_ = (1- v / u_)-1.

Taking V/Us= 3/5 from the data at 8 ns after the start of the drive, we find

" Ps/P= = 2.5, consistent with our previous estimate of compression This technique,

however, also underestimates the compression, since the interface velocity is not

representative of the maximum shocked particle velocity.

IV. Shear Flow Experiment

In ICF, non-spherical implosions generate material shear across an interface,

which can result in mixing. Although modeling indicates that for typical capsule

designs this is not a significant effect, we want to develop experimental techniques

to measure shock driven shear instabilities under high pressure conditions for

future comparison with modeling.

To create a shear flow at the interface between two materials, we imbed a

150-1xmdiam AI wire at the axis of a cylindrical plastic target similar to the one

described above (0.5-mm diam and 1.5-mm long). Thus, the wire is parallel to the

direction of shock propagation (Fig. 6). Since the shock launched into the A1 will

propagate slower than the shock in the plastic, a shear flow develops at the interface

between the two materials. In particular, in the region just behind the shock front in

the plastic but ahead of the shock front in the A1, the plastic "piston" is moving but

the A1 is not. The shock speed as a function of pressure for A1 and CH, taken from

the SESAME EOS tables, is shown in Fig. 5. The ratio of the shock speeds in the two

materials is -0.6.

We backlight the target with x-rays from a Ti disk. The gated pinhole camera

described in section H records the transmitted x-rays. The A1 wire is either smooth,



orrippledwitha machinedaxiallysymmetricsinusoidalperturbationof50_tm

wavelengthand 10Rm peak-valleyamplitude,toprovidea seedfora singlemode to

grow.The cylindricalgeometryintheseexperimentsmitigatestheeffectsof

alignmentuncertainty. ..

A typical"snap-shot"2-Dradiographofa rippledtarget,9 nsafterthestartof

thedrivepulse,isshown inFig.7.The compressedmaterialbehindtheshockfront

intheplasticappearsasa regionofdecreasedtransmission.The shockfronthasa

~ 700timradiusofcurvature.This"piston"ofcompressedmaterialmoves coaxially

down theAIwire.The AI wireappearstoexpandabruptlyastheshockintheplastic

passes.The backlightertransmissionrisesbehindtheshockcompressedregionin

theplasticasthedensitydropsdue totherarefactionand ablation.Beyond this

pointthex-raydriveheatsthematerialand itexpandsrapidly.We know theshock

velocity(40_tm/ns),and a lowerlimitofthe"piston"velocity(20ttm/ns),inthe

plasticatthistime(9ns afterthestartofthedrive.)from themeasurements

describedinsectionIII(Fig.4).The shockintheAlisnotvisibledue tothehigh

opticaldepthofAI totheprobingradiation.The ablationfrontinAl,clearlyvisible

atthetopofthefigure,isabout130timbehindtheablationfrontinplastic.The

ablationvelocityislowerinAI thaninplasticdue tothehigherdensity(_fAI.

The 12Mbar pressurebehindtheplasticshock(at9 ns)must crushtheAI

wire,and drivea radiallypropagatingshocktowardstheaxis.Thisconverging

shockmust connectwiththeaxial,ablativelydrivenshockintheAI.The degreeto

whichthewirecrushesand thetimeatwhichitbeginstoexpandwilldepend on the

detailsofthiscomplexshockstructure.Accurate2-Dsimulationsarerequiredto

fullyunderstandthisproblem.Simple1-D modeling,wherewe ignoretheaxially

propagatingshockintheAI,indicatesthatthewireinitiallycompresses~ 50timin

diameteralthoughitlaterexpandsdue tothereleaseoftheimposedpressureand

thereflectedshockfrom theaxisofthewire.The radialshockintheAI reachesthe
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axis 2.5 ns after the axially propagating shock in the plastic passes a point on the

wire. The expansion of the wire occurs ~ 5 ns after the shock passes. After 5 ns,

however, the axially propagating plastic shock should have traveled another

~ 200 l_m farther down the wire, since the measured shock velocity in the plastic at

that time is ~40 _m/ns. Therefore, the wire should appear compressed over a ~ 200

l_m axial region. At distances greater than ~200 I_m behind the shock front in the

plastic, the pressure in the plastic has dropped and the pressure of the A1 is high, so

the A1 will expand.

Since the A1 wire is opaque to the probing x-rays we do not have a direct

measure of the position of the shock in the A1, and it is therefore difficult to

determine a "region" over which the shear flow occurs. At 9 ns the shock in the

plastic, on this shot, has traveled 420 _m. Fig. 5 suggests that the shock in the AI

should have traveled -0.6 x 420 _m = 250 _m, leaving a region of ~ 170 _m, between

the shock in the plastic and that in the A1. However, since the radially propagating

shock in the A1 reaches the axis 2.5 ns after the plastic shock passes a given point on

the wire, we can consider this as the time at which the axial and radial shocks in the

A1 have connected. By this reasoning, we confine our attention to only the first

~ 100 _m behind the shock front in the plastic.

The key feature of Fig. 7, is the abrupt expansion of the Al/plastic interface at

the point reached by the shock front in the plastic. The wire virtually explodes, with

a surface expansion speed of ~7 _m/ns (the angle is about 10° and the shock in the •

plastic is moving at ~40 _m/ns). Figure 8 shows an identical experiment except that

"_ the A1 wire was smooth - no ripples were machined into its surface. Again, the wire

expands as the shock in the surrounding plastic passes. The expansion rate is

comparable to, though perhaps somewhat smaller than, the expansion rate on the

rippled wire (Fig. 9).



This expansion may be a result of turbulent mixing at the interface of the two

materials, due to the presence of the shear flow. To determine _e importance of

the shear flow in this problem we can estimate the linear Kelvin-Helmholtz growth

I, PIP2 where plandrate for the imposed perturbation. The grOWth rate 9 7 = kU (Pl + p2)2' •

P2 are the mass densities of the two materials, U is the relative velocity

(-20 Ilm/ns), and the wave number of the imposed mode is k=1.3 x 103 cm -1. Taking

P, = P2, the maximum growth rate for these conditions is y~ 1.3 ns "1. The growth

in Fig. 7 is much slower than this, but the initial amplitude is very large and we

expect the growth to saturate quickly. However, modes other than the one imposed

will also grow. In the absence of viscosity, short wavelength modes, which are

seeded by the surface finish of the machined wire, will grow more quickly, saturate

and couple to other modes, leading to turbulent mixing. If this is indeed the

dominate physics in our experiment, then the wire expansion angle in Fig. 7 and 3 is

analogous to the expansion angle of the mixing region in a turbulent shear layer. 1°

What concentration of Al mixed into the plastic is required to produce an

observable attenuation of the backlighter if this is really a mixing region? By itself,

the plastic has an optical depth of slightly less than one for the Ti backlighter x-rays.

The length of a chord 10 Ilm (the spatial resolution of our images) from the limb of

the A1wire is 75 _tm, which is half the wire diameter, representing 4.3 optical

depths. Hence, if the Al density were about -1/6 solid, it would still represent 0.7

optical depths, which is a factor of two attenuation.

The Reynolds number of our shear layer is roughly -100 p,m/;Lii, where ;Lii is

the ion-ion mean free path. A reasonable upper bound on _,ii, is l/(ni2,_) where n_ is

the ion density and 2,v is the Debye screening length. This gives _'ii ~10 A, which

means the Reynolds number is at least 105 . In this regime, turbulent shear layers

10



have mixing angles of about 10° - perhaps a bit less than what we see if the wire

really is impludiag.ll

This experiment probes a very complicated phenomenon, and our

unde__tanding of the physics is far from complete. A detailed model requires, at

least, accurate 2-D calculations of the hydrodynamics. Shear flow is difficult to

model with a Lagrangian fluid code, and the presence of two materials complicates

the use of an Eulerian fluid code. 12 Without a direct measurement of the positions

of the shocks in both materials and a computational model, we can't say to what

extent the expansion seen in Figs. 7 and 8 is a result of a mixing region, analogous to

that of a turbulent shear layer, or instead, an interaction of the shocks in the

materials. Further experiments, where the AI wire is replaced by another similar

density material that is less opaque to the backlighter x-rays, such as B4C

(p = 2.54 g/cm3), would potentially make such a measurement possible.

V. Summary
The development of 1- and 2-D x-ray radiographic imaging at high photon

energy has allowed us to study high areal density materials under high pressure

conditions, broadening our opportunities to study hydrodynamic phenomena of

interest in several areas of physics. We have applied these techniques to studies of

shock propagation, material motion and compression. Studies of more complex

phenomena, such as shear flow between two materials, are in progress.
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Appendix- Radiation temperature measurements.
The time dependent radiation drive is measured by two techniques in these

experiments. The first technique is a direct measurement of the soft x-ray spectra

emitted from the wall of the hohlraum, in a region which is not directly

illuminated by a laser beam. A ten channel filtered and mirrored x-ray diode array is

used to provide absolute measurements of the time dependent intensity in the

spectral region from 0.1 - 1.5 keV with a system time resolution fo 0.1 ns. 13 These

measurements are made by placing a diagnostic hole in ithe wall of the hohlraum,

allowing the detectors to view the emission from the opposite wall. This technique

provides a measurement of the re-emission of the x-ray flux in the hohlraum from

the wall. The x-ray flux incident on the wall can be estimated by dividing the

measured flux by the albedo of the Au wall. The albedo of the wall is given

by oc= S, , where S, is the remitted flux from the wall and So is the absorbed fluxso+s,

into the wall: An approximate relation between these two quantifies has been

obtained from modeling for the ease of a constant radiation flux.14 It was found that

So -- 4.5t0._ , where the fluxes are in units of 1014 W/era 2, and t is the time after

the start of the radiation pulse in nanoseconds. For our conditions this results in an

albedo of _ _ 0.8 at t -1 ns. This "albedo corrected" time dependent radiation

temperature is shown in Fig. 10. The peak radiation temperature on this shot is

217 eV. The error in this measurement is +10 eV.

The second technique for inferring radiation temperature relies on

measurements of the shock transit time through an A1 "witness plate". The witness

plate is made with "steps" of known thickness providing a measurement of the
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shock transit time for different times during the duration of the drive. The arrival

times of the shocks at the rear surface of the witness plate are measured by a streak

camera coupled to a Cassegrainian telescope, which hnages the LIV emission from

the back side of the witness plate onto the slit of the streak camera. The breakout of a
o

shock on the rear side of the witness plate is observed as a flash of ultraviolet light,

resulting from the shock heating of the material to -30 eV. The radiation

temperature inferred by this technique, for the conditions of this experiment, is

235 5:10 eV. The details of this technique will be described in a future paper.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the shock propagation experiment. The target as seen

from the streaked imager is shown in Fig. l(a). To measure the shocked particle
Q

velocity, a region of the target is doped with Br for radiographic contrast. The

backlighter disk is behind the sample (into the plane of the paper) in this view. Fig.

l(b) shows the sample viewed from the side. The transmission of the backlighter

intensity I_ through the shocked undoped plastic is given by 1, / I0 --e -_'t, where

_:_ is the absorption coefficient of the material (which can be taken as the cold

opacity), Ps is the density in the shock compressed region and I is the path length

through the sample, s

Figure 2. Streaked radiograph of a 0.7-mm diam, 1.5-mm long plastic sample.

The shock compressed material appears as a region of decreased transmission (more

black). The "straight-through" feature is an artifact which arises from x-rays which

pass through the photocathode of the streak camera and then interact directly with

the phosphor screen. The streak covers from -2 - 5 ns after the start of the drive.

Figure 3. Streaked radiograph of a 0.7-mm diam, 1.5-mm long plastic sample,

where the first 0.30 mm was doped with 3 atomic % Br to provide radiographic

between the two materials. The shock front has passed through the interface of the

two materials and both are visible. The streak covers from -8 - 11 ns after the start

of the drive. The "straight-through" feature is an artifact which arises from x-rays

which pass through the photocathode of the streak camera and then interact directly

with the phosphor screen.

Figure 4. Measured shock front and interface position as a function of time

(crosses), fit with a polynomial, for the data shown in Fig. 7. The shock and interface

velocities as a function of time, obtained by differentiating the fit, are also shown.

14



Figure 5. Shock velocity vs. pressure for room temperature Al and plastic from

the SESAME equation of state tables.

i °

Figure 6. Schematic of the shear flow experiment. A 150-_tm diam AI wire was

imbedded in a plastic target 0.5-ram diam and 1.5 mm in length, so that its axis was

parallel to the direction of shock propagation. The shocks launched into the plastic

and Al will propagate at different speeds, due to the different densities, leading to a

shear flow at the plastidAl interface. The Al wire was either smooth, or "rippled"

with a machined axially symmetric sinusoidal perturbation of 50-_tm wavelength

and 10-_tmpeak-valley amplitude.

Figure 7. Time resolved 2-D radiograph of a "rippled" target. The drive is

incident from above, and the positions of the shock and ablation fronts in the plastic

are shown. The position of the ablation front in _he Al is also shown. The central

Al wire does not appear to compress as the shock passes in the plastic but rather, it

appears to expand abruptly.

Figure 8. Time resolved 2-D radiograph of a "smooth" target. The drive is

incident from above, and the positions of the shock and ablation fronts in the plastic

are shown. The position of the ablation front in the Al is also shown. The central

A1wire expands as the shock passes in the plastic, but somewhat less abruptly than

in the "rippled" target case.

0

Figure 9. Radial position of Al/plastic interface vrs axial distance along the A1

wire, for the rippled and smooth wires, showing an abrupt expansion of the AI

behind the shock front. The shock in the plastic is propagating from right to left in

15



this figure. An axial position of zero corresponds to the position of the shock front,

therefore, negative values correspond to material ahead of the shock front and

positive values are shocked material behind the shock front. The data shown here

were obtained by averaging a contour of constant intensity from the left and right

side of the images shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Figure 10. Time dependent radiation temperature inferred from the 10-channel x-

ray diode detector.
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